
Patient Name:

Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

Thank you for reaching out to Ann Arbor Counseling

Associates to help you with your mental health,

wellness, or relationship goals.

It is a big step to reach out and we are so glad you did! We look forward to meeting you and
getting to know more about you and what brings you in. Before we meet, please complete this
packet so we can spend your first session focused on you and not on paperwork. Thank you for
filling this out in advance, we will see you soon!

1. Please upload a copy of your ID here.

2. If you are using insurance, please upload a copy of any and all active insurance policies

you have here.

3. IF YOU ARE A DIVORCED PARENT SEEKING TREATMENT FOR A MINOR CHILD:

we must have a divorce/custody agreement on file identifying you as the parent who has

sole or joint authority to make medical decisions for the minor child. Please attach that

agreement here.

By signing this form, “I attest that all the information above is true and accurate.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Patient Name:

DOB:

AACA ID:

Introduction to Prescriber Services

Introduction

● Working with a Prescribing Clinician might feel different than how your therapist directs
conversation. The Prescribing Clinician will be very direct asking you a variety of
questions to ensure that you receive the best care with minimal side effects and also
gather a more comprehensive history to make collaborative decisions with patients.

● The Prescribing Clinician may start off your services by meeting with you for your Intake
Assessment appointment and then will follow up with you for returned visits at various
frequencies based on your presenting symptoms and side effects. This allows the
Prescribing Clinician to monitor and adjust your medications to get you to a place where
you are satisfied. After your symptoms have been stabilized she may decrease the
frequency of your appointments and provide refills that extend beyond 30 days.

● Prescribing Clinicians avoid calling in prescription refills without face to face visits as it is
not possible to assess your current symptoms when appointments are missed. To avoid
disruption in taking your medications as prescribed, please ensure you have an
appointment scheduled prior to the end of your previous prescription.

● All prescriptions for controlled substances can only be prescribed at 30 day intervals and
will not be provided for more than 30 days regardless of length of stabilization of
symptoms. Prescriptions for controlled substances can never be refilled without an
appointment.

● Please complete the measures sent to you through your patient portal. This will allow the
Prescribing Clinician to review the results prior to the appointment so that they do not
need to use the appointment to do so. These measures can be very helpful to track
symptom improvement over time.

What to Bring to Your Appointment

1. A current and accurate list of your medications including names, dosages, and
prescriber. Please bring the bottles if necessary.

2. If the Prescribing Clinician requests that you obtain labs or test results please bring to
your appointment or fax them to us at 888-976-6019

3. If you are getting discharged from the hospital, please make sure that AACA has a copy
of your discharge paperwork prior to your appointment. You will not be able to see the
Prescribing Clinicians if we have not received the report.
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DOB:

AACA ID:

Contact and Communication

The Prescribing Clinician is here during normal business hours Monday-Friday. To handle your
questions, concerns, and requests, please plan ahead, report adverse symptoms promptly, and
make medication refill requests in advance of running out of medication.

All non-emergency requests will be fulfilled during the days that the Prescribing Clinicians are in
the office or within 2-3 business days.

For urgent situations: reach out to your Prescribing Clinician. Prescribing Clinicians will
respond to emergency situations by either communicating directly with the patient through the
portal or phone call.
In life threatening situations: go to your local emergency room or call 911.

● Practice Number (734) 956-0051 or hello@annarborcounselingservices.com
Please follow the phone prompts to get to the appropriate voicemail box. All messages
are monitored Monday-Friday during normal business hours.

● Practice Biller 734-224-4392 or billing@annarborcounselingservices.com
Call our biller for any questions regarding your balance, to make payments, or to set up
a payment plan.

*We are not a crisis center. If you feel you are a threat to yourself or others, please go to
the nearest emergency room.*
Suicide Prevention Hotline 1-800-273-8255
Crisis Text Line: Text HOME to 741741 in the United States

Confidentiality and the Exceptions

Everything you discuss in session is confidential with a few exceptions. Michigan Law requires
your provider to disclose the following types of communication to ensure your safety or safety of
others:
● Threatening to harm yourself or others
● Suspicion that you are abusing a person in a vulnerable population such as children, elderly,
disabled, cognitively impaired.
● If you are using insurance to pay for your sessions, identifying information will be disclosed to
the medical biller to process your claims however the content of our sessions will not be shared
● Ann Arbor Counseling Associates, LLC participates in coordination of care with other
clinicians that contract with this practice. This means that your Prescribing Clinician might
consult with other members of the team and utilize their experience or expertise to assist in
determining best treatment strategies.
● If you decide to communicate through non-secure means or subscribe to the AACA’s social
media pages your confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. Please use these methods of contact
sparingly and cautiously.
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DOB:

AACA ID:

Billing and Fees

● Appointments with our Prescribing Clinician range from $125-$225 per session, depending on
your Prescribing Clinician.
● Copies of records can be requested in writing to your Prescribing Clinician and will be
provided after an administrative and transmission fee is paid based on Michigan Medical Record
Fee Laws.
● Individual letters for non-legal matters will be provided at your Prescribing Clinician’s approval
at their cash rate minimum for 30 minutes of time.
● Requests to complete paperwork/forms incur a $20 fee per 1-2 pages, and the fee is due prior
to delivery of form.
● We do not participate in legal matters at any cost. However, if we are subpoenaed against this
policy a full cash retainer will be due prior to any court appearance or testimony at our existing
rate.

_____  I understand that payments are due at the time of service.

_____  I understand that if I accumulate a balance for any reason, the balance must be paid at
the following session or there must be an approved payment plan arranged with our practice
biller to avoid disruption in services.

_____  I understand that if I overpay on my account, the payment will be applied as a credit to
my account and be applied to future charges. Any remaining credits will be reimbursed at
termination OR at the end of the calendar year.

_____  I understand that insurance benefits are verified as a courtesy and while AACA does
strive to get accurate information, AACA cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information
received by my insurance company. It is my responsibility to notify AACA of any changes in my
policy or coverage.

_____  I understand that I will be responsible for any balances due as a result of no-shows, late
cancellations, copays, deductibles, denied claims, paperwork requests, returned checks, and
any fees associated with canceled charges or insufficient funds.

Requirement to Disclose Hospitalizations

If you have been hospitalized in the past 30 days or during your treatment moving forward, we
will require the following:

● An appointment will need to be made with the Prescribing Clinicians within 48 hours after
discharge.

● Your discharge summary must be sent to AACA for review PRIOR to your 48 hour follow
up as the attending physician during your hospitalization may have changed your
medication and the Prescribing Clinician will need to review that prior to your
appointment. That paperwork can be faxed to us at (888) 976-6019.
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DOB:

AACA ID:

● You are responsible for verifying the receipt of the discharge summary prior to your
follow up appointment from the hospital.

Urine Drug Screening and Laboratory Testing

_____ I understand that random and scheduled laboratory testing including urine drug screens
are used as therapeutic tools to assist in monitoring therapeutic levels, compliance, and adverse
effects.

_____ I agree that I will complete laboratory testing when requested by the provider.

_____ I understand that failure to complete testing may result in discontinuation of medication
therapy.

_____ I acknowledge that positive urine drug screen results for non-prescribed medications or
illegal substances may result in discontinuation of medication therapy.

_____ I understand that my pharmacy prescription history will be routinely monitored via the
Michigan Automated Prescription System.

_____ I acknowledge that receiving controlled substances from multiple providers within the
same time period may result in discontinuation of medication therapy.

Treatment of  Minors

The Prescribing Clinicians work with clients of all ages. Clients who are under 18 must be
accompanied by a parent or legal guardian for every visit. Minor patients will not be treated
without a parent or legal guardian present.

By signing this form, “I have read and acknowledged the information above.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation
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Patient Name:

DOB:

AACA ID:

Medication Services Disclosure

Clinical Qualifications of  the AACA Prescribing Clinicians

All Prescribing Clinicians at AACA hold the maximum certification in their field of study to be
able to evaluate and treat mental illnesses and provide medication support.  All Prescribing
Clinicians hold Michigan clinical licenses and operate independently according to their code
of ethics and licensing statutes.

Your Rights

● You have a right to choose your medication health care provider. You do not have to
see the PA associated with Ann Arbor Counseling Associates.

● You have a right to terminate medication services at any time with no explanation
provided.

● You have a right to confidentiality in regards to your care and we will only release
your information
outside of AACA with your signed permission.

Service Agreement Between You, the Patient, Prescribing Clinician,

and AACA

_____ I understand the Prescribing Clinician may or may not provide me with the prescription or
refill I am requesting based on their own clinical judgment.

_____ If at any time the Prescribing Clinician finds it necessary to engage in more clinical
support than I am currently receiving to promote improved behavioral health, I understand that I
may need to engage in behavioral health therapy with an AACA Therapist to continue
medication services.

_____ I understand that if the prescribing clinician determines that I need to engage in
behavioral health therapy for additional clinical support and I do not comply with this
recommendation, I may be referred to an external provider and AACA prescriber services
may be terminated.

_____ I understand the AACA No Show/Late Cancellation policy applies to the Prescribing
Clinician's appointments at $100/incident. If I have a current balance as a result of a previous
No Show or Late Cancelled appointment with the Prescribing Clinician or my Therapist, that
balance would need to be paid to see the Prescribing Clinician.
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Patient Name:

DOB:

AACA ID:

_____ I understand the Prescribing Clinician will not call in refills on prescriptions that are
narcotic medications and will only call in others on an emergency basis. Refills and adjustments
are given at my appointment.

_____  (If Applicable) I understand that the Prescribing Clinician may wish to not prescribe
medication when the patient is pregnant. If I become pregnant, I agree to notify the Prescribing
Clinician immediately.

_____ I understand all minors must be accompanied by a parent or guardian who can make
medical decisions for the minor client and sign consent forms for medication changes.

_____ I understand that if I am seeking medications for ADD/ADHD and have not taken
medications before; there must be an evaluation/assessment completed by an AACA clinician.

_____ I understand my medication history may be obtained from my insurance, pharmacy, or
state databases prior and during treatment with the Prescriber.

_____ I agree that any prescriptions that I acquire from any AACA Prescribing Clinician shall be
solely for my personal use. I agree to fully and carefully read all provided product information
and labels and to contact the physician, Prescriber or pharmacist if I have any questions
regarding the prescription. I agree to drug screening if my provider orders it. I agree not to have
any other provider prescribe mental health medications to me. Violations to this agreement will
result in termination of medication prescribing and management services.

By signing this form, “I attest that I have read this thoroughly and I fully understand the contents
of this notice and intend to proceed with services."

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Patient Name:

Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices

THIS NOTICE DESCRIBES HOW HEALTH INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND

DISCLOSED, AND HOW YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION. PLEASE REVIEW IT

CAREFULLY.

1. We have a legal duty to protect health information about you.

We are required by law to protect the privacy and confidentiality of health information about you,
which we call “protected health information,” or “PHI” for short. We are required to explain how
we may use PHI about you and when we can give out PHI to others. You have rights regarding
PHI about you as described in this Notice. We are required to follow the procedures in this
Notice. We have the right to change our privacy practices and to make new Notice provisions
effective for all PHI that we maintain by posting the revised notice at our location, making copies
of the revised notice available upon request, and posting the revised notice on our website.

2. How we use or disclose protected health information:

● We must use and disclose your health information to provide information:
● To you or someone who has the legal right to act for you (your personal representative).
● To the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, if necessary, to

make sure your privacy is protected.
● Where required by law.
● We have the right to use and disclose health information to pay for your health care and

operate our business, and for your treatment by your health care providers. For example,
we may use your health information: To provide healthcare treatment to you.

● We may use and disclose PHI about you to provide, coordinate or manage your health
care and related services.For example, we may use and disclose PHI about you when
you need a prescription, lab work, an x-ray, or other health care services. In addition, we
may use and disclose PHI about you when referring you to another health care provider.

● To obtain payment for services. We may use and give your medical information to others
to bill and collect payment for the treatment and services provided to you. o For health
care operations. We may use and disclose PHI in performing business activities that
allow us to improve the quality of care we provide and reduce health care costs.
Examples include: reviewing and improving the quality, efficiency and cost of care that
we provide to you and our other patients; reviewing and evaluating the skills,
qualifications, and performance of health care providers taking care of you; providing
training programs for students, trainees, health care providers or non-healthcare
professionals to help them practice or improve their skills.

● To provide healthcare treatment to you. We may use and disclose PHI about you to
provide, coordinate or manage your health care and related services. For example, we
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Patient Name:

Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

may use and disclose PHI about you when you need a prescription, lab work, an x-ray,
or other health care services. In addition, we may use and disclose PHI about you when
referring you to another health care provider.

● To obtain payment for services. We may use and give your medical information to others
to bill and collect payment for the treatment and services provided to you.

● For health care operations. We may use and disclose PHI in performing business
activities that allow us to improve the quality of care we provide and reduce health care
costs. Examples include: reviewing and improving the quality, efficiency and cost of care
that we provide to you and our other patients; reviewing and evaluating the skills,
qualifications, and performance of health care providers taking care of you; providing
training programs for students, trainees, health care providers or non-healthcare
professionals to help them practice or improve their skills.

We may use or disclose PHI without your permission in the following limited

circumstances:

● When required by law. For example, when a disclosure is required by federal, state or
local law or other judicial or administrative proceeding. ○ When necessary for public
health activities. For example, we may disclose PHI about you if you have been exposed
to a communicable disease or may otherwise be at risk of contracting or spreading a
disease or condition. o For reporting of victims of abuse, neglect or domestic violence.

● For health oversight activities. For example, we may disclose PHI about you to a state or
federal health oversight agency which is authorized by law to oversee our operations

● For judicial and administrative proceedings. For example, we may disclose PHI about
you in response to an order of a court or administrative tribunal

● For law enforcement purposes. For example, we may disclose PHI about you in order to
comply with laws that require the reporting of certain types of wounds or other physical
injuries.

● When the use and/or disclosure relates to decedents. For example, we may disclose PHI
about you to a coroner or medical examiner as necessary to carry out their duties.

● To manage or coordinate your health care. This may include telling you about
treatments, services, products and/or other health care providers.

3. More stringent law:

Highly Confidential Information. Federal and applicable state laws may require special privacy
protections for highly confidential information about you. “Highly confidential information” may
include confidential information under Federal and State law governing alcohol and drug abuse
information as well as state laws that often protect information such as that dealing with
HIV/AIDS.

4. You have the right to object to certain uses and disclosures of

private health information and, unless you object, we may use or

disclose private health information in the following circumstances:

We may share with a family member, relative, friend or other person identified by you, PHI
directly related to that person’s involvement in your care or payment for your care. We may
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Patient Name:

Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

share with a family member, personal representative or other person responsible for your care
PHI necessary to notify such individuals of your location, general condition or death. If you
would like to object to our use or disclosure of PHI about you in the above circumstances,
please call our Privacy Officer listed below on this Notice.

5. Any other use or disclosure of  private health information about

you requires your written authorization.

Under any circumstances other than those listed above, we will ask for your written
authorization before we use or disclose PHI about you. If you sign a written authorization
allowing us to disclose PHI about you in a specific situation, you can later cancel your
authorization in writing. If you cancel your authorization in writing, we will not disclose PHI about
you after we receive your cancellation, except for disclosures which were being processed
before we received your cancellation.

By signing this form, “I have read and acknowledged the information above.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

Electronic Communication Disclosure and Consent

TRANSMISSION OF PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION BY NON-SECURE MEANS

It may become useful during the course of treatment to communicate by email, text message or
other electronic methods of communication. Be informed that these methods, in their typical
form, are not confidential means of communication. If you use these methods to communicate
with your clinician and AACA, there is a reasonable chance that a third party may be able to
intercept and eavesdrop on those messages. The kinds of parties that may intercept these
messages include, but are not limited to:

● People in your home or other environments who can access your phone, computer, or
other devices that you use to read and write messages

● Your employer, if you use your work email to communicate with clinician and AACA
● Third parties on the Internet such as server administrators and others who monitor

Internet traffic
● Information related to the scheduling of meetings or other appointments
● Information related to billing and payment
● Any other questions that the client may ask or information client requests via email or

mobile phone text messaging.

Electronic Communication Agreement

By signing this form, “I have been informed of the risks, including but not limited to my
confidentiality in treatment, of transmitting my protected health information by unsecured
means. I understand that if I reach out to my therapist using unsecured methods that I am
inviting my therapist to respond to me using the same means of communication. It is advised
that such communication is limited to appointment information or administrative needs only and
more detailed information that would typically be discussed during sessions should be
communicated through secure means or saved for session time.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Patient Name:

Patient DOB:

AACA ID:

Informed Consent for Telehealth Services

Definition of  Telehealth

Telehealth involves the use of electronic communications to enable Ann Arbor Counseling
clinicians to connect with individuals using live interactive video and audio communications.
Telehealth includes the practice of psychological health care delivery, diagnosis, consultation,
treatment, referral to resources, education, and the transfer of medical and clinical data.

Patient Rights with Respect to Telehealth

1. The laws that protect the confidentiality of personal information that I have already signed
also apply to telehealth. Copy of our Office Policies and Therapeutic Informed Consent can be
provided.

2. I understand that I have the right to withhold or withdraw my consent to the use of telehealth
in the course of my care at any time, without affecting my right to future care or treatment.

3. I understand that there are risks and consequences from telehealth, including, but not limited
to, the possibility, despite reasonable efforts on the part of the counselor, that: the transmission
of my personal information could be disrupted or distorted by technical failures, the transmission
of my personal information could be interrupted by unauthorized persons, and/or the electronic
storage of my personal information could be unintentionally lost or accessed by unauthorized
persons. AACA utilizes secure, encrypted HIPAA compliant audio/video transmission software
to deliver telehealth via G Suite Meet or other back-up telehealth platforms as needed.

4. AACA clinicians follow the State of Michigan Licensure and insurance requirements for
delivering telehealth services.

5. By signing this document, I agree that certain situations, including emergencies and crises,
are inappropriate for audio-/video-/computer-based psychotherapy services. If I am in crisis or in
an emergency, I should immediately call 9-1-1 or seek help from a hospital or crisis-oriented
health care facility in my immediate area.

Payment for Telehealth Services

Ann Arbor Counseling Associates will bill insurance for telehealth services when these services
have been determined to be covered by an individual’s insurance plan. The standard copay
and/or deductibles would apply. In the event that insurance does not cover telehealth, you may
wish to pay out-of-pocket, or when there is no insurance coverage. We can provide you with a
statement of service to submit to your insurance company. We encourage you to contact your
insurance company and find out if telehealth services are covered and demand services for
telehealth during the covid-19 crisis.
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Patient Consent to the Use of  Telehealth

I have read and understand the information provided above regarding telehealth, have
discussed it with my counselor, and all of my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.
I have read this document carefully and understand the risks and benefits related to the use of
telehealth services and have had my questions regarding the procedure explained.

I hereby give my informed consent to participate in the use of telehealth services for treatment
under the terms described herein. By my signature below, I hereby state that I have read,
understood, and agree to the terms of this document.

Telehealth Agreement

By signing this form, “I have read and acknowledge the information above.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Guarantor for Services

Adult patients (18+): you are the guarantor.

Minor patients (under 18): the guarantor is the legal parent seeking services on behalf of a
minor child, and the legal parent must complete this form.

The signer below agrees to take final and full responsibility of any balances that accrue and
understand that any fees that are not covered by insurance will be billed to this guarantor for
prompt payment. The signer of this form cannot designate a third party as the guarantor. If the
Guarantor is someone other than this client, then Ann Arbor Counseling Associates (AACA)
reserves the right to contact this person to resolve financial matters while not releasing any
clinical information. This form is required to establish services at AACA.

This agreement will supersede any other agreements that were made between the client and
their therapist or payment agreements made outside of AACA.

_____ I understand that if my insurance lapses, I am responsible for paying for the services I
rendered out of pocket. This includes patients who are covered under a Medicaid policy since
AACA is not participating with straight Medicaid, and will not "back-bill" for services that occur
during lapsed coverage.

_____ I understand that payment is due at the time of service. Delay in payment for balances
due at the time of service may result in an immediate disruption of services and/or submission to
collections. Payment plans are available and can be arranged by contacting our office at (734)
956-0051.

Guarantor First Name Guarantor Last Name Date of Birth

Relation to Patient Employer Last 4 Digits of SSN
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Guarantor Agreement

By signing this form, “I attest that the above information is mine and that I am taking full
responsibility for any balances that accrue on this client's account as a result of insurance
non-payment, no-shows or late cancellation fees, administrative, document, and records fees or
any fees generated by this client and that I will make full prompt payment when presented with a
statement or immediately contact this office to set up an approved payment plan if the balance
exceeds the amount I am able to pay in full.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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Credit Card Authorization Form

Patient Information

Patient First Name Patient Last Name

Patient Date of Birth

Primary Credit Card

Credit Card Number CVC Code                              Expiration Date

Full Name of Card Holder Card Holder Relation to Patient

Is this an HSA or FSA account? ▢ Yes ▢ No

If your primary method of payment is an HSA or FSA account, we ask that you provide a secondary
payment method. If your primary payment method is ever declined we will automatically try to charge
payment to your secondary payment method instead.

Secondary Credit Card

Credit Card Number CVC Code                              Expiration Date

Full Name of Card Holder Card Holder Relation to Patient
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AACA ID:

Credit Card Authorization Agreement

By signing this form, “I authorize Ann Arbor Counseling Associates to keep this credit card on
file in an encrypted format and charge unpaid balances accrued on the identified patient
accounts until removed in writing. I understand that services may be disrupted if a balance is
unpaid prior to your next session or an agreed upon payment plan is established and on file with
the practice biller."

"By filling out and signing this form, I acknowledge that, by default, the adult client OR
parent/guardian of a minor client is responsible for any and all fees on their account.”

Signature Date Signed

Print Name Relation to Patient
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